VOLTAIRE Project: The concept
Furniture Music
A minimalist collage of musical diy
VOLTAIRE Project "Furniture Music" is a scenic/musical proposal
based on simplicity, theatricality and the search for sensations and
images composed by the dislocation of objects, instruments and
sounds, which introduce the spectator into a fantastic and
stimulating journey.
Voltaire Project is music to see, feel and dream:
A sensory experience
A hypnotic and minimalist concert
A sounding saw, an accordion that flies, a trumpet that dives.
Voltaire Project is a gift with the wrapper inside.

The music of furniture is basically industrial. Usually and by custom
music is used on occasions in which the music has no effect or true
meaning...
We want to establish a music that satisfies "useful needs". Art doesn't fit
into these needs. The music of furniture creates a vibration; It has no
other object; It plays the same role as light, warmth and comfort in all its
forms...
Demand furniture music! No meetings and no assemblies without
furniture music...
Don't get married without furniture music. Don't go into a house where
there's no furniture music. Those who have not heard the music of
furniture do not know happiness. Don't fall asleep without listening to a
piece of furniture music or you'll sleep badly.
Text from a letter of Erik Satie to Jean Cocteau on March 1, 1920

With this letter written almost a century ago, Satie described the music of
furniture. A somewhat ironic, defiant, or undaring concept that once again
shows the restless and avant-garde air of this excellent musician. An original
and creative artist above all, who did not want to pigeonhole into any
established model and opened the doors to countless ideas. Voltaire Project,
in this first stage-musical experience, nourishes itself of this revoltosa essence
to present "Music of Furniture": A work that suggests and develops creative
proposals but at the same time it is updated with surprising ideas the music of
some referents, combining the solemn, the simple, the ironic and the humorous,
the melancholy and the hopeful.

VOLTAIRE Project: The Style
A post romantic and avant-garde halo concert that invites the spectator to experiment
freely with their own sensations. Through music and a staging of bright circus tints and
dark touches of cabaret, furniture music proposes a suggestive repertoire, minimalist,
somewhat extravagant, with songs of particular sound textures produced by
conventional instruments, such as the trumpet dipped in a bowl of water, melodies
reminiscent of the lyrical chant interpreted with a musical saw, or an original percussion
set in the form of a guitar case.

This first work of Voltaire Project is the new proposal of Lapso Productions, company of
spectacles with 15 years of trajectory, which has shown its imaginary in more than
1000 representations by 8 countries and dozens of International Festivals.
VOLTAIRE Project: The artists
Percussions of bar furniture, whistles and soap bubbles:
Rafael Rivera
Amphibious trumpet, Tenor saw, night ukulele, chorus and musical direction:
Antonio Campos
Chromatic bellows, voice, laughter and brokenness:
Rafa Campos

About Lapso Productions

The magic of the instant that can only offer live art. The combination of sounds,
musical notes, the scenic rhythm; The here and now that makes the theatre
feel; The flash of the hardest still of the circus. This is Lapso Productions.
From its beginnings in the year 2003, Lapso has worked in all kinds of artistic
productions centered in the theatre, the circus, the music and the humour. A
whole trajectory marked by an interest and a permanent dedication to
investigate the new scenic languages, exploring their limits, their relationships
and complementarities. After fifteen years of professional career, Lapso has
shown in more than 1000 representations, by 8 countries, and almost 100
International Festivals.
Although the passage of the years Lapso has specialized in the production and
distribution stage and consolidated like theatrical company with more than a
dozen of shows of own production, the development of the project has resulted
in a structure and a team of work increasingly broad and versatile, coming to
work in parallel in musical compositions for cinema and theatre, to create
various theatrical and musical groups such as The Marvel Gipsy Band, The
Marvel Quartet and Voltaire Project, to participate in the recording of discs, to
make presentations, to accompany musically galas, or to make acts and
sketches for cabarets.
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